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IKA-DRESDEN

Position:
Find out the fixed place and drill 4 holes with diameter of 10mm 
and 50mm depth.
(The distance between the bottom of cooker hood to cooktop is 
300mm, which is the best effect to absorb smoke)

Hang strip installation:
Insert 4 anchors into the holes and tighten the 
hang strip with screws.

Exhaust pipe installation:
Fix the exhaust pipe and air outlet in clockwise 
direction and then throw out to the other end of 
pipe toward outside or public channel.
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Screw

Hang strip

Exhaust pipe

Air outlet
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IKA-MUNICH

Position:
Find out the fixed place and drill 4 holes with diameter of 10mm 
and 60mm depth.

Anchor

Screw

Hang strip

Hang strip installation:
Insert 4 anchors into the holes and tighten the 
hang strip with screws.

Exhaust pipe

Air outlet

Exhaust pipe installation:
Fix the exhaust pipe and air outlet in clockwise 
direction and then throw out to the other end of 
pipe toward outside or public channel.

Hand the cooker hood and make sure ist in level, and screw up cooker hood with 
hand strip toward the wall, to avoid falling down.
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IKA-MUNICH
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Sensor zone-Left Heat clean LED light Stir-fry/speed On/off/delay Sensor zone-Right

Sensor by gesture
a). When hood is on standby, move hand from left to right, to start up 
the cooker hood with light on.
b). When hood is working, move hand from right to left, to shut up the 
hood.
c). When hood is working, move hand from left to right, to adjust speed 
“High-Stir fry - Low”.
d). When hood is under the condition of delay, move hand from left to 
right(as picture 1), to exit the delay state.
e). Touch icon “   ” and “   ” for 3 seconds, to turn on or off the sensor 
touch control; “n” will flash on the screen for 3 times if sensor touch 
is on; if it is off,“F” will flash on the screen for 3 times. 

IKA-MUNICH & IKA-DRESDEN

Left Right

Fig. 7

Sensor zone -Left Sensor zone -Right

Fig. 8

Sensor zone -Left

Left Right

Sensor zone -Right

When hood is in stand by, touch for one second to turn on the fuction 
of heat-clean. Heat-clean will be working 10 minutes, and 1 minute 
at high speed.

Touch  this icon to turn on or turn off the light.

When hood is on standby, touch this icon to adjust the speed 
“High - Stir fry - Low”. Only the stir-fry fuction will work for 3 minutes, then
 work at high speed when stir-fry is over.

When hood is  in standby, touch this icon to turn on the cooker hood; 
again, turn off the hood. Touch this icon when hood is working, the hood 
will finsih working within 1 minute, with light off. 



2019

(For model IKA-NESTON, IKA-MUNICH and IKA-DRESDEN)

Activated Carbon for Option
lf using activated carbon for IKA-NESTON, please take down the chimney
cover,then put the buckle of activated carbon aiming to nutson the cabinet,
push it in a counter-clockwise direction,till the carbon panel is fixed well.

Counter-clockwise
rotation
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